WOOD GAS FOR MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Available updated gasifier manual, which describes the latest innovations in wood gas technology for English speaking wood gas enthusiasts. The book includes detailed drawings of most recent wood gas powered cars and necessary information for engine tune-up including supercharging. Because gas demand of cars is different, dimensioning guidelines are also included. The text part gives you a picture of the whole wood gas concept, how it works, how gasifier is built and how gasifier should be operated. Drawings section includes part lists and drawings of the components needed for gasifier, trailer and modification of the car. Addition to this, complete drawings of small and medium size gasifiers designed for smaller cars are included. Book consists of total 322 A4 size pages. The drawings have been tested in practice and several wood gas-generators have been built according to these plans by enthusiasts in Finland and overseas.

Key features of the technologies presented in this book are

• Proven construction and process, which is based on experiences of over 135,000 km drive with wood gas powered cars since 1994.
• Easy service and 1000 km service interval.
• Can be manufactured by experienced home mechanic.
• Water separation, which suits for all vehicles.
• All parts have been manufactured and tested in practice.
• This book is written by a devoted genuine specialist, not by a writer only. Book is composed as a hobby with a special interest on both the technology and writing.

Super charged Chevrolet El Camino (renamed El Kamina), Finland
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# MAIN PARTS OF THE GASIFIER

## PREHEATING BEFORE DRIVE
- Start-up blower
- Igniter

## THE FUEL BIN
- Construction and dimensioning of the fuel bin
- Function of the pre-drying type condensing fuel bin
- Function of the non-condensing type fuel bin

## THE FURNACE
- Dimensioning of the furnace
- Air nozzles
- The throat of the furnace
- The grate
- Cleaning of the grate
- Heat recovery and preheating of primary air
- Origin of soot in wood gas

## GAS CLEANING SYSTEM
- Importance of gas cleaning and technical alternatives
- Cyclone (optional)
- Wash with water using a scrubber type washer (ALTERNATIVE METHOD)
- Filtering with cake forming fabric
- Structure and assembly of fabric filter
- Cleaning of the fabric filter
- Heat losses and optimal operation temperature of the filter
- Filter materials
- Cooling and washing
- Secondary filtration (optional)
- Condensate separation and gas preheating

## CONTROL OF GAS AND AIR MIXTURE
- Technical arrangement
- Control of the air and gas mixture
- Influence of mixture on efficiency of engine

## PIPING
- Dimensioning and materials
- Eliminating of problems caused by condensate in piping
- Joints and installation of piping on vehicle
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## MODIFICATIONS NEEDED FOR ENGINE IN WOOD GAS USE
### PETROL ENGINES
- Improvement of cylinder filling
- Ignition timing and prevention of ignition disturbances
- Spark plugs and removal of ignition disturbances
- Increasing of the compression ratio
- Normal tune-up filing
- Camshaft and valve timing
- Reshaping of combustion chambers for rapid combustion
- Preventing sticking of valve stems on wood gas
- Prevention of engine intake side fouling in wood gas use
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- Starting-up the engine
- Petrol feed for service and boosting

### MODIFICATIONS NEEDED FOR DIESEL ENGINE TO MAKE IT RUN ON WOOD GAS

### SUPERCHARGING OF WOOD GAS ENGINE
- Prerequisites and influence on performance
- Effective compression ratio in supercharged engines
- Mixture control and installation of supercharger
- Summary of tune-up procedures

## MODIFICATIONS ON CAR
### STRENGTHENING OF CHASSIS
### TUNE UP OF AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FOR WOOD GAS DRIVE
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This book is devoted to all those private enthusiasts who are keen on converting their vehicles to run on wood gas. The construction of mobile gas generators is described in a practical way by examining the detailed structure of modern wood gasifiers together with the whole process of using wood gas as a fuel for transportation. Personal experiences gathered during the past 15 years have confirmed wood gas to be a reliable source of energy for daily transportation.

Detailed drawings of the most recently built wood gas powered cars are included in this edition. Since cars differ in size and fuel demand, dimensioning of the most critical parts of a gasifier are presented with complete sets of drawings describing lighter gasifiers suitable for smaller cars. The three gasifiers, which are presented, cover the whole variety of vehicles beginning from standard European passenger cars up to full size American automobiles.

Convert your own car to run on wood gas and you will be happy on the day when there is no oil.

This manual has helped many enthusiasts to build different and really working wood gas powered cars.